RENTAL RESERVATION FOR
SEA KAYAKING AND BACKPACKING

LIMITED AVAILABILITY - PLEASE RESERVE ASAP.
WE WILL EMAIL YOU BACK TO LET YOU KNOW IF THE ITEMS YOU
REQUESTED ARE AVAILABLE FOR RENT. DO NOT PLAN ON BRINGING
ANY COTTON LAYERS OR SOCKS.

Name_________________________            Phone #_________________
Session_______ height________   weight________   pants/waist size________

LOWER BODY ITEMS
I need to rent
fleece pants ($5) _________
rain pants ($6) _________

UPPER BODY ITEMS
wool hat ($2) _________
gloves or mittens ($3) _________
rain jacket ($6) _________

3 UPPER LAYERS, not including rain jacket (please list what you have and we will
make sure you get what you need)
1)____________________ 2)______________________ 3)____________________
warm outer layer (synthetic or down jacket) ($3) _________
midweight layer ($2) _________

CAMPING ITEMS
backpack (85 L) ($15) _________
sleeping bag ($15) _________
sleeping pad ($2) _________
ground tarp ($1) _________

If item is not available we recommend looking at stores such as Goodwill, A-16, REI, Outdoor World, Redwood
Trading Post (Redwood City), North Face Outlet (Bay Area, S. Calif, E. Coast) to find inexpensive warmth.

• DO NOT SEND MONEY
PLeASE PAY WHEN YOU ARRIVE

Please return this form to:
UCSC Wilderness Orientation
OPERS - 1156 High Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95064